coalition to stop funding the war action agenda:

August 13, 1974

Committees in both houses are now considering the Foreign Aid bill. While some reductions have and will be made at the committee level, further cuts are expected when the bills reach the House and Senate floors. WRITE OR WIRE YOUR REPRESENTATIVE AND SENATORS AND URGE THEM TO VOTE TO CUT ECONOMIC AID TO INDO-CHINA AND MILITARY AID TO CAMBODIA SUBSTANTIALLY BELOW LAST YEAR LEVELS!

The break-down of the vote on the Flynt-Giaimo-Conde amendment is listed below. IT IS EXTREMELY IMPORTANT THAT CONGRESSPEOPLE WHO VOTED CORRECTLY ON THE AMENDMENT RECEIVE SUPPORTIVE LETTERS AND TELEGRAMS:

The Flynt-Giaimo-Conde Amendment
Yes-233

(OVER)

**NOT VOTING—44**


* ***